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power can the indivisible, i.e. the individuality, maintain
itself against the separative instincts? That it can close
upon the line of the play-instinct even Schiller, at this
point, no longer believes; for here we are dealing with
something serious, some considerable power which can
effectively detach the individuality from the opposite,1?,
From the one side comes the call, of the highest value, the
highest ideal; while from the other comes the enchant-
ment of the strongest desire; <( Each of these two root-
instincts ", says Schiller, " as soon as it reaches a .state of
development, must of necessity strive towards the satis-
faction of its own nature; but, because both are necessary
and since both must pursue antagonistic objects, this
two-fold urgency is mutually suspended, and between the
two the will asserts a complete freedom. Thus it Is the
will which behaves as a power towards both instincts,
but neither of the two can, of itself, behave as a power
towards the other. There is in man no other power but
his will, and only that which abolishes man, death and
every destroyer of consciousness, can abolish this inner
freedom."1
That the opposites must cancel each other is logically
correct, but practically it is not so, for the instincts stand
in mutual and active opposition, causing, temporarily,
insoluble conflicts. The will could indeed decide, but
only if we anticipate that condition which must first be
reached. But the problem how man may emerge out
of barbarism is not yet solved ; neither is that condition
established which alone could lend the will such efficacy
as would reconcile the two root-instincts. It is in
fact the sign of the barbarous state that the will has a
one-sided determination through one function; yet the
will must none the less have a content, an aim. And
how is this aim to be reached? How else than through a
1 Latter XIJ£> pp, 99, 100,

